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Commission, tumble from the presses. So far, a: : theweritital volumes have vehe- Z is mently disputed the findings of = 
the commission that Lee Harvey: 
Oswald acted alone and was the 

“sole assassin. 
The favorite dissent in Europe, 

Latin America and Asia (as well 
as in certain home-grown factions) 
hinges on the “conspiracy theory.” 
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EDROPEANS AND ASIANS, 

SO much of whose history has been : 
conspiratorial, will not be per- 2 
suaded that President Kennedy Robb was not the victim of a domestic and/or political conspiracy of the right or the left, of capital or labor, or of Whites, Blacks, Reds or Yellows. 

Now it is quite possible that at some time some investigator will be able to -prove that the young President was the victim of a conspiracy, describe the conspiracy and name the conspirators. But no one has done so to date. 
Or an investigator may be able to prove the pet dissent of American critics of the Warren Report. This questions that Oswald did the deed alone or even that he did it at all. 8°. - Implicit ‘in this’ theory + ‘ 
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.of two or three persons, par- ticularly the conviction that at least two persons fired the lethal shots. 
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No critical judgment of either- book is implied 
judgment of a letter ad- Oo me (and no doubt thousands of other 
n) by Arthur A. Cohen, 

editor in chief of Holt, Rine- 
ne, 
* Ok ok 

IT OBVIOUSLY IS NOT so much a letter as a press release. And it outdoes in overripe, over- wrought prose any other press release that I reeall in a lifetime in the newspaper business. 
The opening paragraph of Cohen's letter reads: “Some books are so horrible —- horrible by virtue of the directness and savagery with which they assail commonly accepted opinion — that we feel obligated to ignore them. 
“At our peril, however, we ignore books whose horror consists in the devastation they do to popu- Jar historical conviction.” 

: J have not -seen “Rush. to. Judgment.” So. .I 
horrible.as its editor says. .


